Dental Saver PERFECTION IN PREOWNED EQUIPMENT
DENTAL SAVIOR has a special ‘believe the radio’ niche in the UK dental market; over the last 25 years it has grown to be the largest UK dealer in pre-owned dental equipment. All equipment is sold with warranties, fully serviced, tested and refurbished to an extremely high, often “as new” showroom standard. Dental Saver, a company run by dentists, for dentists, has a very simple aim; to offer the maximum predictable function and aesthetics for all clients needing dental equipment (or cabinets) at affordable prices, often saving clients up to 30 per cent on new prices.

Dental Saver’s buyers are extremely selective in what they accept for refurbishment, all equipment is serviced in-house, and exhaustively bench tested in their Bristol workshops. All worn or malfunctioning parts, and all consumable items are usually replaced with new, refurbishment may include new guaranteed, new parts.

Dental Saver offers six month warranties on all pre-owned equipment, with tested in their Bristol workshops. All worn or malfunctioning parts, and all consumable items are usually replaced with new, refurbishment may include new guaranteed, new parts.

All in one place. “We computerised when we went up to three dentists. Now we haven’t lost a record yet! We have instant access to information and the reception staff can do much more hands-on business support and advice to enable you to get the most out of your practice,” says Powerfloss inventor Dr Roy Sennett, who jointly developed the product with engineer Bernard Sindaci “It gets into areas where normal dental jobs can’t do”.

The Powerfloss directs water at high pressure in single sprays, giving excellent control to users who find it easier. The system requires no plumbing and provides effective oral hygiene, especially for patients who have difficulty accessing other areas of the mouth.

The dbg stand proved a great hit with delegates at The Dentistry Show 2013, visitors to the stand were able to learn more about how dbg offers a complete package of personalisation services to help relieve the burden of compliance and practice management. The experienced and knowledgeable team were on hand throughout the Show to guide delegates on topics including

- Compliance
- Business Support
- Training and CFD
- Materials and Equipment
- Engineering

With over 20 years’ experience working closely with practice teams, dbg is one of the most experienced names in dentistry. With over 70000 members from across the UK, the dbg team pride themselves on being able to offer the complete personalised solution to all your business, compliance and training needs. For free advice on your business needs contact dbg on 01606 861 950 or visit www.dbg.co.uk.
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Sirona's new "red dot" design award for SINUS

SINUS ranks among top 60 of over 4,500 design objects worldwide. At the red dot Gala in Essen (Germany) at the start of July, representatives of Sirona and the Product Design Group of the red dot award committee bestowed the "red dot trophy" of the prestigious design award for the Sirona product. Together with another 59 "best of the best" SINUS prevailed over more than 4,500 products, and now carries the seal of approval for the red dot line. Not only does the striking design and high comfort level of the treatment centre attract the attention of experts: "We also receive feedback on SINUS from our patients - I have not experienced this with any other treatment centre. They notice that the patient chair is comfortable and comment on its modern appearance," says Dr. Gunther Landestroher from Bennheim. SINUS has unique functions and characteristics that allow the dentist to work efficiently and save time.

For further information please call Plamedica on 01294 578000 or email hello@plamedica.co.uk

Design your new practice with www.TowerUK.com

TowerUK has been a leading concern in the professional design and manufacture of Dental, Veterinary and Medical cabinetry, and now new products can be viewed from the brand new website www.toweruk.com.

The experts at TowerUK will help you plan your new practice layout, ensuring the design is tailor made to your individual needs and requirements. Effective ergonomic, easy-to-clean designs and finishes are available for an efficient and productive working environment, whilst meeting HTM 01-05 regulations and ensuring the safety of both you and your staff.

You are then able to choose which cabinet style and colour you prefer from an extensive product range, with a full pdf catalogue available to download online. Unlike other suppliers, TowerUK do not use ready made units and build to size, thus helping to reduce cost and eliminating the need for expensive labour charges. TowerUK cabinetry is precision made and delivered to your door ready to be placed in your specific location.

To view how TowerUK can transform your practice, please visit the brand new website www.toweruk.com, or call 0870 752 1121.

Watershed Professional Whitening Strips - "A convenient and cost-effective first-step for patients considering teeth-whitening.

Formulated by UK dentists, Watershed Professional Whitening Strips are sealable strips that contain the optimum concentration of Safe-to-use and effectively whitens teeth. Each strip of strips contains 14 foil packs, and each strip contains two most of the high-performance ingredients one for the upper, one for the lower, each providing excellent coverage across at least 4-4, and in some cases, even 5-5.

As a practice builds, Watershed Professional Whitening Strips are ideal, and can be used in conjunction with regular tooth whitening, or as a "top up" to more advanced in-surgery whitening techniques.

'The Dental Directory - "They have everything that we need and at a very cost effective price."

The Dental Directory stocks over 27,000 different products ranging from sundries to surgery equipment. Whatever you are after, The Dental Directory is on hand to help. With a team of knowledgeable and committed staff all available to source quality products, The Dental Directory guarantee the highest customer satisfaction on every order. Wayne Wade, Dental Nurse at Penrose Dental and Implant Centre in West Sussex says: "I have used Whitewash now for approximately 6 months and find it is a useful adjunct in our practice, it is a fantastic value and cost-effective first-step for patients considering teeth-whitening."

For more information contact The Dental Directory on 0300 351 563, or visit www.thedentaldirectory.co.uk

Design your new practice with www.TowerUK.com

TowerUK has been a leading concern in the professional design and manufacture of Dental, Veterinary and Medical cabinetry, and now new products can be viewed from the brand new website www.toweruk.com.

The experts at TowerUK will help you plan your new practice layout, ensuring the design is tailor made to your individual needs and requirements. Effective ergonomic, easy-to-clean designs and finishes are available for an efficient and productive working environment, whilst meeting HTM 01-05 regulations and ensuring the safety of both you and your staff.

You are then able to choose which cabinet style and colour you prefer from an extensive product range, with a full pdf catalogue available to download online. Unlike other suppliers, TowerUK do not use ready made units and build to size, thus helping to reduce cost and eliminating the need for expensive labour charges. TowerUK cabinetry is precision made and delivered to your door ready to be placed in your specific location.

To view how TowerUK can transform your practice, please visit the brand new website www.toweruk.com, or call 0870 752 1121.

Kemdent's Estetica E30 - A truly unique dental unit
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